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 Stakeholder A , who can’t access certain product data , requires the data privately 

owned by stakeholder B . For example, supplier needs to know a product parameter 
from designer.  

             
  




 

 

          

           stakeholder A 
communicating with stakeholder B, denoted by , stakeholder B accessing 
theproduct data K, denoted by , Stakeholder B communicating with Stakeholder 
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A, , and stakeholder A accessing the product data K, denoted 
by . 
 Stakeholder B  changes certain product data  which should be consistent with certain 

product data  owned by stakeholder A . For example, manufacturer changes product 
material due to lower cost of production while designer does not know it. 

       stakeholder B 
changing product data  and relation of product data  consistent with product data . It
stakeholder Astakeholder BStakeholder A
 






 Stakeholder B would like to change certain product data , but stakeholder A does 
not allow the change. For example, manufacturer changes product material due to lower 
cost of production while designer does not approve it. 

       stakeholder B 
changing product data  and the relation of stakeholder A  product data 
       stakeholder A  stakeholder B until 
product data  mutually satisfy both parties, they both change the data 







 Stakeholder B would like to change certain product data of its own, which results in a 
change of certain product data owned by stakeholder A due to the logical 
dependence, but stakeholder A does not approve the change. For example, a supplier needs 
to know a parameter of the product from the designer.

      
Stakeholder B Stakeholder A not
   stakeholder A
stakeholder B, with the result that  
  







 Stakeholder B  changes one of its own business process , which results in a necessary 
change of another business process  possessed by stakeholder A , but stakeholder A 
does not approve the change. For example, delayed delivery of suppler results in the 
delayed assembly. 

      
Stakeholder Bbusiness process Stakeholder A not
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business processes   
stakeholder Astakeholder B, with the result that business 
process  business process 
 







 Stakeholder A  requires certain product data  owned by stakeholder B  through 
communication of respective technical tool.      

     For example, manufacturer expects to obtain a product 
parameter from designer through communication of its product data management software 
with designer’s computer-aided design software. 
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 Stakeholder A may access stakeholder B’s sensitive and sharable product data directly. For 
example, stakeholder A may read stakeholder B’s product data from drawings of the 
product on paper.  









       
       

 
 Stakeholder A may access stakeholder B’s product data through stakeholder B’s technical 

tools. In this case, the product data are usually in electronic formats and managed by 
stakeholder B’s technical tools.  
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 Stakeholder A may access its own technical tools first, and then stakeholder A’s technical 
tools access stakeholder A’s product data directly.  

             
             

 







 Stakeholder A may access its own technical tools first, and then access stakeholder B’s 
product data through communication with stakeholder B’s technical tools.  

          
   







 Since stakeholder B can access its own product data, stakeholder A may access stakeholder 
B’s product data through collaboration with stakeholder B.  



             
               






 After stakeholder A gets a set of shared product data, it may infer from this set of product 
data to other sensitive product data by physical and logical dependency relations among 
these product data.  
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